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Abstract—Grid Computing has evolved as a vital field focusing on sharing of resources. Efficient
scheduling of tasks is most challenging issues in Grid Computing. Load Balancing is a technique to
improve utilization of resources increasing throughput managing, parallelism and to reduce the time
taken for response through proper distribution of the jobs. Generally there are three type of phases
related to Load balancing i.e. Information Collection, Decision Making, Data Migration. Through
this paper, we are proposing a Load balancing algorithm for optimal scheduling. It schedules the task
by reducing completion time and by rescheduling waiting time of each job to obtain load balance.
This algorithm works on providing optimal solution so that it minimizes the execution time and
expected price for the execution of all the jobs in the grid system. Load balancing algorithms are
basically of two types, static and dynamic. Our algorithms in this paper based on dynamic nature
load balancing.
Keywords—Execution Cost, Resource Monitoring, Computational Grid, Load balancing, and
Priority scheduler. ELB: Enhanced Load Balancing
I.

INTRODUCTION

The enhanced development in computing resources has increased the performance of computers and
decreased their costs. This combination of low cost powerful computers along with the constantly
increasing popularity of the Internet and high-speed networks has led to computing environment
being mapped from distributed to Grid environments [1]. In fact, recent researches on computing
architectures have accepted the emergence of a new computing paradigm known as Grid Computing.
Grid is a kind of distributed system that supports the sharing and coordinated use of geographically
distributed resources, independently from their physical type and location, In dynamic virtual
organizations that share the same goal of solving large-scale applications. In order to meet the user
expectations in terms of performance and efficiency, efficient load balancing algorithms are required
in the Grid system for the distribution of tasks. A load balancing algorithm attempts to reduce the
response time of applications submitted by user for ensuring maximal utilization of available
resources. The main aim is to prevent, the condition where some processors are overloaded with a set
of tasks while others are lightly loaded or even idle [2]. Although problem of load balancing in
conventional distributed systems has been deeply studied, still new challenges in Grid computing
make it an interesting topic and many research projects are under way to manage the same. This is
due to the diverse characteristics of Grid computing and the complex ever changing nature of the
problem itself. Load balancing algorithms that were used in classically distributed systems, usually
run on homogeneous and dedicated resources, but it cannot work well in the Grid architectures. In
Grid computing, individual users can retrieve computers and data available transparently, without
taking into consideration the location, operating system, account administration, and other details. In
Grid computing, the details are reckoned, and the resources are virtualized. Grid Computing has to
enable the job in question to be run on an idle machine, than elsewhere on the network [6] The main
job of grid computing is to allocate resources for a process; i.e., allocating of tasks to various
resources. For example, mapping of 200 tasks into 20 resources produces 20^100 possible mappings.
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This is because every job can be mapped to any of the resources. In this case the mapping of jobs is
in terms of reallocation which means depending on the status of resources on either it is heavily
loaded or not. Here resource means processors which are involved in the process of scheduling. We
use resources and processors along side. The other complexity of resource allocation is the lack of
exact details about the status of the resources.
Before the scheduling of jobs in the grid environment, the nature of the grid should be taken into
account. Some of the characteristics of the grid include





Geographical distribution : In this the resources of grid may be located at different places
Heterogeneity: A grid consists of software as well as hardware resources that may be
software components, display devices, sensor programs, scientific instruments, computers,
files, supercomputers networks etc.
Resource sharing: Various different organizations may own the resources of the grid Multiple
administrations: Each
and every organization may establish various security and
administrative protocols to access their resources
Resource coordination: to get connected computing capabilities, there must be coordination
among Grid Resources [4]. Scheduling is highly perplexed by the heterogeneous ownership
of the grid resources as Load balancing algorithm are basically of two types 1) static and 2)
dynamic. In static scheduling, all the information regarding the jobs and resources such as
execution time of the job, execution speed of the processor are available by the time the
application is scheduled. There for in this Scheduling, it is easy form the scheduler‟s point of
view to program.

But in the case of dynamic scheduling, the execution time of the tasks may not be known due to the
number of iterations in the loop, direction of branches etc. So, the task has to be allocated on the
runway as the application begins to execute. Both static and dynamic scheduling is majorly adopted
in the grid. Here, system may not be aware of the run time behavior of the application before it
begins to execute and dynamic load balancing algorithms distributes the tasks among workstations at
run-time. Grid uses current or recent load information when making decisions regarding distribution
of tasks. Multi computers with dynamic load balancing allocate and reallocate resources at runtime
depending on a priori task information, which determines when and whose tasks can be migrated [7].
As a output, dynamic load balancing algorithms can provide a major improvement in performance
over static algorithms. But, this compromises additional cost of collecting and maintaining load
information, so it is important to keep these overheads within set limits that are reasonable [8]. There
are three major parameters which usually define the strategy on how a specific load balancing
algorithm will be employed [9].
These three parameters provide us with the answer of three important questions:




Who makes the load balancing decision?
What all information is used to make the load balancing decision, and
Where the load balancing decision is made.
II.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

In real time grid environments, the resources being shared are dynamic in nature, which in turn
severely affects application performance. Resources and Workload management are two vital
functions given at the base level of the Grid infrastructure of the Software. For the betterment of the
global output of these environments, efficient load balancing algorithms are vital. The aim of our
study is to take into consideration the factors which can be used as features for decision making to
initiate Load Balancing. Load Balancing is one of the most vital factors which can initiate the
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throughput of the grid application. This thesis work considers the existing Load Balancing modules
and tries to locate performance hindrance in it. All Load Balancing algorithms depend upon
implementation of five policies [7]. The efficient implementation of these policies decides overall
performance of Load Balancing algorithm. The main objective of this thesis is to propose an efficient
and improved Load Balancing Algorithm.
Algorithm for Grid environment:








The Main difference among existing Load Balancing algorithm and proposed Load Balancing
(ELB Load Balancing Algorithm) is in implementation of three policies: Information Policy,
Triggering Policy and Selection Policy.
In order to implement Information Policy all existing Load Balancing algorithm are using
periodic approach, which is in turn time consuming. The proposed approach focused on using
activity based approach for implementation of Information policy.
In order to implement Triggering ELB Load Balancing algorithm is working on two
parameters that calculates Load Index. On the basis of the Load Index, Load Balancer then
decides on when to activate Load Balancing process.
In order to Implement Selection Policy ELB algorithm uses Job length as a parameter, which
is more trustworthy to make decision about selection of task in order to shift from heavily
loaded node to lightly loaded node. As a outcome the following things have been found in
this paper:
Studying the existing Load Balancing algorithm for a Grid environment
An ELB Load Balancing algorithm has been proposed and executed in the simulated Grid
environment.

Motive of this thesis is to design and develop a performance efficient Load Balancing algorithm
which overcomes the shortcomings of the current state of the art in the context.
III.

PROPOSED ELB LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM

Load balancing is defined as the allocation of the work of a single application to processors at runtime so that the execution time of the application is minimized. This chapter is going to discuss the
design of proposed Load Balancing algorithm.
3.1 Background
Choosing a load balancing algorithm for a Grid environment is never an easy task.
Various algorithms have been proposed in the Literature and all of them differ based on certain
specific application domain. Some load balancing strategies work well for short and quick tasks
while other works well for applications with large parallel tasks, some strategies focuses on
managing data-heavy tasks, while others are more suitable for parallel tasks that are computation
heavy. Since various different load balancing algorithms have been proposed, there are four basic
steps that nearly all of them have in common:







Monitoring workstation performance (load
monitoring)
Exchanging information among workstations (synchronization)
Calculation of new distributions (rebalancing
criteria)
Actual movement of data(job migration) Efficient Load Balancing algorithm makes Grid
Middleware efficient which ultimately leads to fast execution of application. In this work, an
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attempt has been made to create a decentralized, load balancing algorithm initiated by sender
for Grid environments which depends upon different parameters. One of the most important
features of this algorithm is to estimate system parameters such as queue length and CPU
utilization of each node and to migrated job if required.
IV.

DESIGN OF ELB LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM

Load balancing needs to take place when the situation of load has changed. There are activities that
change the load configuration in Grid environment. The activities can be categorized as following:
Incoming new job and its queuing




Completion of job.
Incoming new resource
Withdrawal of existing resource.

Whenever any of these four activities takes place It is communicated to master node and then load
information can collect to check load balancing condition. If load balancing condition meets the
requirements then actual load balancing activity is performed.
Following is the proposed algorithm for ELB Load Balancing:
4.1 Proposed Algorithm For Resource Allocation In Grid Computing Priority Schedular (P S)
Model:
Suppose A is the number of process in process queue „Prq‟and is indicated by- Pr1 Pr2 … Pra
These Processes are then allocated to B number of Resources queue „Req‟ resources queue- Re1 Re2
…. Ren
Resource queue is then maintained as per the priority of the resources. The resources which are
having a low loading factor have assigned a higher priority in importance and vice versa which have
high loading factor have assigned a lower priority. Then we can find the overall process execution
cost in terms of timeLet t1, t2, t3………..ta are the time of execution for individual process.
Let T(Pri, Rej) be the total cost for ith process in jth resources can be calculated as :
n m n Σ Σ T(Pri, Rej)=Σ Σ ti×PN+ CT
I=0 J=0 I=0 J=0 Where ti is the execution time of process
PN= Priority Number
CT= Communication Time
Load factor of a given resource is calculated as:
Algorithm for finding load factor:
In this algorithm let us assume that all recourses are free and we start ELB algorithm –
4.2 Function StartLoad Factor ()
{
// Initialize load factor algorithm
Step 1. Initialize pro_queue „Prq‟
And re_queue „Req‟
Step 2. Start LOOP
For every resources i=1 to b
Step 3. Initialize load factor of every resource
Rei =0
Step4. Initialize priority for every resource = 1
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Now insert the resources in a pr_queue
End of LOOP
Step5. Do: every process in pr_queue
„Prq‟
Step6. Assign process to the resources which is in the “Begining” of the priority queue
Step7. Update the priority in „Req‟
SET Rp=Rp+1
Step8. On Successful Completion of the process execution then the priority of resource decrease by 1
By Rp=Rp-1
End of the for loop
}
In this ELB load factor algorithm we set the load factor of each resource to zero and maintain
priority of each resource to one because there is no process for execution at that time. As the process
arrives to the load, load factor of resources is increased and priority of resources keep on decreasing
i.e. the right arrow indicate increase of load factor and left arrow indicate the decrease of priority.
This can be shown in the following figure 5.1
Pseudo Code Related To Load Balancing
Algorithm Priority Scheduler (PS) –
Function LB_Start
{
Start
Call Ld_Factor ()
Step1. If (Priority of resources is Max and CPU queue length is Max)
Then load factor is automatically max Heavily load_Res
Else if
Step2. If (Priority of resources is min and CPU queue length is min)
Then ld_factor() is min
Lightly load_Res
Else if
Step3. Shift the process from heavily load_res to lightly load_res
End of the algo
}
4.3 Functions Used In The Above Algorithm Are:Cond_occurs ():
Work of this function is to return Binary value 0 and 1. In case any of above stated condition is true
it returns 1else it returns 0.
LdBal_Begin ():
The work of this function is also to return Binary Value depending on the basis of given parameters
(Resource priority and queue length) will be required it will return 1 else it will return 0. This
function also updates two lists:
HeavilyLoad_Res list and LightlyLoad_Res list.
In the proposed ELB algorithm information is collected only if configuration of grid is changed. This
information is used to perform load balancing.
Above Mentioned is the flow diagram depicting the same? First of all it starts different parameters.
Whenever any of four activities are required to start information Policy, it starts collecting load
balancing information. Once information has been gathered then it is works out on if load balancing
is required or not. For this purpose application uses queue length parameters and CPU utilization.
With these parameters we decide on which resource is heavily loaded and which resource is lightly
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loaded. Once selection of resource is complete, the application selects job out of n-jobs running on
that resource. This selection is based upon on CPU consumption of different jobs. Jobs consuming
least amount of CPU will be selected for migration. Once job is selected, application checks for
available lightly loaded resource. In case lightly loaded resource is available then it migrates selected
job from heavily loaded resource to lightly loaded resource. If no lightly loaded resource is available
then it puts selected job to pending job list or pending queue. This job will going to be executed later
when certain lightly loaded resource will be available. Finally all the data will be updated in
database. Also, it supports check pointing, in where a disk image of an active process is stored in
order to facilitate both process migration and fault tolerance.
V.

CONCLUSION

We have hereby presented a new design of scheduling algorithm Priority Scheduler. Our proposed
ELB Priority scheduler completed a task by applying highly utilized low in cost resources with
minimum computational time. Our algorithm uses the priority queue to achieve a higher throughput.
This algorithm performs better for task in real environment. However, in all situations, the proposed
algorithms perform better then the some existing ones as it needs to be tested further. But
performance in grid application still remains a challenge in dynamic grid environment. Resources
from here can be submitted and can be withdrawn from Grid at any moment. This feature of Grid
makes Load Balancing one of the most critical features in Grid infrastructure We here implemented
the above algorithm by using Gridism toolkit. We can also further hybrid the Priority Scheduler with
any evolutionary scheduling algorithm like Genetic algorithm technique to achieve a high throughput
and high resource utilization.
In this thesis we have aimed on Load Balancing and tried to present the impacts of Load Balancing
on grid application performance and finally proposed an efficient Load Balancing algorithm for Grid
environment. Every Load Balancing algorithm depends upon implementation of five policies. The
efficient implementation of these policies decides performance of Load Balancing algorithm. In this
work we analyzed existing Load Balancing algorithm and proposed an ELB enhanced algorithm
which more efficiently implements three out of five policies mentioned above implemented in
existing Load Balancing algorithm.
These three policies are: Information Policy, Triggering Policy and Selection Policy. To be noted
that Proposed ELB algorithm is executed in simulated Grid environment.
VI.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The work performed in this Project can be used as the basis for an improved load balancing module
in Condor. A further extension to this work would be in making this Load balancing Module a
middleware independent module.
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